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1. INTRODUCTION 
We wish to obtain uniform approxiations for the natural modes and 
frequencies of some elongated acoustic bodies or spindles. These are bodies 
generated by plain curves of the type 
y = h(a), a&-‘dx&bspl, a<O<b, h(ca)=h(cb)=O, (1.1) 
where E is a small parameter, either by revolving the curve about the x-axis 
or by translating it in the z direction. In the latter case a second curve of 
the type (1.1) would need to be translated, simultaneously, to obtain a 
closed body. We shall denote the body by R(Ex), and its cross section 
varies slowly in the x direction; also the end points are pointed. Finally, we 
remark that when .s=O, R(Ex)= R,(x) is a body of infinite length, with a 
nonzero cross section. Such a body is generated by a curve of the type 
Y=~(~X)I~=O=kl(X), -~<XX<. (1.2) 
This scaling differs from the slender body theory and scaling employed by 
Geer [l], Handelsman and Keller [2], and Van Dyke [3]. In their cases, 
R,(x) is a body of zero cross section, i.e., the straight line y = 0, a <x < 6. 
2. THE BOUNDARY EICENVALLJE PROBLEM 
We wish to solve the boundary eigenvalue problem (in the region 
R = R(Ex)) 
v2u + k*f2(&X)U = 0, in R, (2.1) 
(a)u=O on R; or (b)g=Oon R. (2.2) 
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If ZJ is the acoustic pressure (for acoustic resonators), then conditions (2.2a) 
and (2.2b) refer to the soft and hard body conditions, respectively, In that 
case k2f(&x) is the velocity sound in the media inside the cavity. There is a 
corresponding application to electromagnetic resonators, where the 
functionf(Ex) is the refractive index of the medium and k* is the free space 
wavenumber. 
Following [4], we define s = EX, and with A = E ‘, Eq. (2.1) becomes 
$+P{A +k2f2(s)} u=o, ads6b; (2.3) 
while (2.2) requires that 
(a) U(S = a, .) = u(s = 6, r. ) = 0; 
or 
(2.4) 
Here A is the Laplacian operator on the resonator cross section A(s). Thus 
A is defined as 
{A(s) IO < r < h(s), 0 < 0 6 2n}, 
(2.5) 
(a) 4.~ h(s), 0) = 0; or (b) ;=O. (2.6) 
If R is the region bounded by the simultaneously translated curves 
;h;Jrl(s), y =h*(~), each of which has the same properties as h(s) of (1.1) 
A=?t+?i. 
ap a2 7 b4(4lhwGy~h,(s), Obz<l}, (2.7) 
u(s, h,(s), 2) = u(s, /22(S), z) = u(s, y, 0) = u(s, y, I) = 0, (2.8a) 
or 
(2.8b) 
Here 1 is the translation distance, i.e., the length or span of the cavity. 
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Also we observe that A(a) =,4(b) =O, so that au/&r is not defined 
at those singular points. Therefore the prescription (2.4) is a continuity 
condition at s = a, b. We recall from [S] that homogeneous boundary 
conditions can be prescribed at such end points. 
We note that in (2.2b), if 6 = h’(s), then 
$1 +gy/2 u,-1-z 6(1+62)-1’%, (2.9) 
in cylindrical coordinates, and 
!$(1+(p--1/2 #,-L-26(1 +P-l’%, (2.10) 
(on the top and bottom surfaces) in Cartesian coordinates. Since we are 
obtaining approximations correct to 0(Z2), the second terms in (2.8) and 
(2.9) will not be required. 
What are we really doing here? We can call this method an 
“approximate separation of variables” technique. The existence of the slow 
variable s = EX enables us to consider the cavity as an elongated cylinder, 
and this in turn leads to approximate solutions in terms of cylinder and 
more elementary functions. In addittion we are also allowing the elongated 
cylinder to have pointed ends. For the case in which R is a body obtained 
by translating two curves, we are treating the body as an almost flat 
rectangular box with a pair of sharp edges, and this leads to solutions in 
terms of elementary functions. 
There is an alternative way of looking at the method. If y = h(s) in (1.1) 
is an ellipse or a parabola, exact solutions to the boundary value problem 
(2.1) and (2.2) exist. In the case of an ellipse, for example, where R is 
a prolate spheroid, the solution to the problem is in terms of the 
four-variable spherical wavefunctions. What we therefore accomplish by 
our method is to indirectly obtain uniform approximations to these 
complicated functions in terms of the better known two-variable cylinder, 
and/or more elementary functions. 
3. THE EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS 
Following [4] we first obtain the spectral decomposition of the 
operators (2.5) with (2.6), and (2.7) with (2.8). That is, we look for 
Qrnn(s, . .) and the corresponding Ii,(s), such that 
~@,A% ., .I = c&) @rn”(S, .T .), m, n = 1, 2 ,.... (3.1) 
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The functions @,,,,Js, ., .) are assumed to be square integrable on A(s) and 
form a complete orthonormal set. Hence we have 
5 @,,A, r, Q) @&, r, 0) rdrde=6,-,.-,, 
(3.2 
A(x) 
) 
j 
@kn(s, r, 0) @,,,,(s, r, 19) rdrde = 0, (3.3 
A(r) 
for the body of revolution, and 
I @AS, Y, z) $& Y, z) dy dz = drn-p,n -y’ (3.4) A(\) 
s @i,&, Y, z) @,,A, Y, z) dy dz =0, (3.5) A(s) 
for the “rectangular” body. In (3.3) and (3.5) and henceforth the prime 
denotes differentiation with respect o s; also we have used (2.6) and (2.8) 
respectively, to eliminate the boundary terms. 
Now the operator (2.5) with (2.6) has the eigenfunctions 
@m, = cm, J n = 0, 1, . . . . m = 1, 2, . . . . (3.6) 
and the eigenvalues 
(a) L = 4Jh*(s), (b) I;, = vf-,Jh2(4, (3.7) 
where c,, = c,,(s) is the normalizing “constant,” g’mn are the zeros of J,(a), 
and v,, are the zeros of &(v). Similarly (2.7) with (2.8a) has the spectral 
representation 
@,, = c,, sin 
mn(y-h,(s)) . nnz 
(h,(s)- h2(s)) 1 sin 7, n, m = 1,2, . . . . (3.8a) 
(3.9a) 
while (2.7) with (2.8b) has the representation 
@mm = cm,(s) cm 
mnb - h2b)) 
(h,(s) -h2(S)) cos 7, 1 m, n = 0, 1, . . . . (3.8b) 
2 7 
n2rc2 
L= (h,(s;l-l-2(r))2+ l2 . 
(3.9b) 
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We wish to remark that we could have allowed 1 in (3.9a) and (3.9b) to 
depend on S. Thus, for the problem of the rectangular spindle, the second 
terms in (3.9a) and (3.9b) would be similar to the first terms. The same 
goes for the third terms in the products (3.8a) and (3.8b). 
We write the solution to (2.1) with (2.2a) or (2.2b) as 
){A,,(s, A) cos n8 + B,Js, A) sin no}, 
(3.10a, b) 
for the circular spindle, where (a) j,, = cm”, or (b) j,, = vmn, for (2.2a) or 
(2.2b), respectively. For the “rectangular” body we have 
u(s, y, 2) = f f A,& A) sin ~‘;~~~~~~] sin y, 
[ 
(3.11a) 
m-l n=l 
for (2.1) with (2.2a), and 
for (2.1) with (2.2b). We note that the Fourier coefficients here depend on 
the slow variable S. We now need to determine these coefficients, or their 
uniform approximations, such that the boundary condition (2.4a), or 
(2.4b), is satisfied. This will in turn determine the eigenvalues k* = kk,,, of 
(2.3). 
4. THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS AND THE EIGENVALUE EQUATIONS 
We now assume that f(s) = 1 and insert (3.10) or (3.11) into (2.3) and 
use (3.1). We also take the inner product of the resulting equation with the 
eigenfunctions QP,,(s, ., .), and at the same time use (3.2) and (3.3), or (3.4) 
and (3.5). What we get is a second-order ordinary differential equation for 
each of the coefftcients A,,(s, A) and B(s, A) in (3.10) or (3.11). They satisfy 
the same differential equation. Thus denoting each of these coeficients, i.e., 
the amplitude of the p-qth mode, by D(s, A), they satisfy the equation 
where 
D”(s, A) + 12{Ro(s) + A-’ I&(S)} D(s, A) = -J,,(s), (4.la) 
R,(s) = Z&(s) - k’, (4.lb) 
&(S) = (q/9 QP4)’ (4.lc) 
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and 
J~,(s) = 1 1 {2(@km, Qjpq) D’(s, A) + (@;,, Qpq) D(s, A)}. (4.ld) 
mfp nfq 
In (4.lb, I&(s) is given by (3.7a), (3.7b) or (3.9a), (3.9b), where n = p, 
m = q. We are to determine D(s, A) and k2 subject to the boundary con- 
ditions (from (2.4)) 
(a) D(a, 1”) = D(b, A) = 0; or (b) D’(a, A) = D’(h, A) = 0. (4.2) 
Such boundary/eigenvalue problems are treated in [S]. It is, however, 
useful to convert Eq (4.la) into a system of two first-order equations and 
then apply the ansatz in [6] for such systems. Thus defining 
D,(s, A) = D(s, A), D;(s, 1) = AD,, 
we have 
D,(s, 1) 
’ D,(s, 1) ’ [ 1 (4.3a) 
where 
JF:‘= c c (@L Qpyh Jb’y’=2 c 1 (Cm, Qp,). (4.3b) 
mfp n#q m+p nfq 
We now assume that R,(s) has poles of order n,, n, at s = a, b, respec- 
tively, and we note that R2(s), JFq)(s), and Jg)(s) have poles no higher than 
n,, n2 at s = u, b. Furthermore we assume that R,(s) has as yet unknown 
zeros of order mi at si, i= 1, . . . . M. We define 
v=nl i-n,, cc= f 4, (4.4) 
,=I 
and deduce immediately from [6] that D(s, A) has the uniform 
approximation (for il large) 
D(s,I)= C&(s)]-1’2 I/[~2’(~+v+2)~(s)]+O[~-2(~+v)‘(~+v+2)], (4.5) 
D’(s,,)=,2’c~+y+2)[qY(s)]“2 I”[1.2’c~+Y+2)~(~)]+0(1). (4.6) 
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Here I’(<) is the special function satisfying the comparison equation 
r.te)+[(S-El)-“‘(S-~2)-~*~+~-‘Y,ek] U<)=O, (4.7) 
k=O 
along with the boundary conditions 
(a) V/(i,)= Vl,)=O; or (b) I”(c,) = I”(cJ = 0. (4.8) 
In (4.7) the constants Yk = Yk(A), k = 0, . . . . p, . . . . ,U + v - 1, have the form 
Yk=A 2(p+2v--k)l(~++++Z)[Yko+ q-2)]. (4.9) 
Also t = Qs, A) and [, , c2 are given by 
[=/I 2’(~+“+2)$4(S); (* = ((a, II), 12 = 5th 11, (4.10) 
where d(s) satisfies the differential equation 
with 
Ccm)12 = Y$’ (4 - 4,)“‘(4 - w* Rob) ii (4 - #i)-“‘Y (4.11) 
i= 1 
4, = #(a), 4b =4(b), 4i = 4(Si)> i = 1, . . . . M. (4.12) 
Equation (4.7) with (4.8) is an eigenvalue problem for the determination 
of the eigenvalue 
.fr(Yo, . ..Y Y/l+ Y 3 Cl? (2) = rlr, r = 1, 2, . . . . (4.13a) 
.L(YO~ ea.9 Yp+v, Cl? C2) = vr9 r = 1, 2, . . . . (4.13b) 
for (4.8a) and (4.8b), respectively, and the corresponding eigenfunctions 
V(t). The method of determining these is treated in [S, 71. 
5. THE PROLATE ACOUSTICAL RESONATOR 
Not much information about the natural resonant frequencies and 
modes, for prolate spheroidal-shaped chambers, has been presented in the 
literature. In [S], numerical values are presented for the case in which the 
spheroid approaches a sphere. Here we present asymptotic formulae for the 
case in which the spheroid is close to a cylinder. We set b = -a = 1 in (2.3), 
and choose the ellipse 
h(s) = d( 1 - S2)“2, -l<Sil. (5.1) 
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Here d = 0( l)(J. + co) is a positive constant. For the body of revolution, 
i.e., the prolate spheroid, we have in (4.la), with (3.10a) or (3.10b), 
R,(s)= {j;,-d*k*(l -s’)} (1 -s*)- ‘, (5.2) 
with first-order poles at s = + 1, and simple turning points at 
s, = - { 1 - j&/k2} ‘j2, s2= { 1 -j&/k2}“*, (5.3) 
provided j&G k*. Since h(s) is symmetric about s=O, it is sufficient to 
obtain a uniform approximation of D(s, L) in the interval 1, = - 1 d s < s2. 
For approximation in 1, = -si < s d 1, we simply replace s by --s. 
In I, we have one simple pole at s = - 1, and one simple turning point at 
s = s, . The approximation for D(s, A) in such an interval is derived in [9]. 
Thus, in I,, n, = 1, 171, = 1, v = 1, p= 1, and (4.7) with (4.8) becomes 
v”(5)=(~-5,)~‘(Yo+Y15) V5)=03 (5.4) 
(a) Vi,)= U/(12)=O; or (b) I”([,) = I”([*) =O. (5.5) 
We note that 5 = A’/* 4(s), and we have chosen <, = A’/*d( - 1) = A1”flI, 
and &sl ) = 0. On choosing yPO = y ,0 = - t, (4.11) becomes 
and on integrating, we have 
j?,<&dO, -lQsbs,, (5.7a) 
S’t1’2(t-p,)-1i2d~=2~.~ {k2d2(1-f2)-j~y}1’2(1-~2)-1~2d~, 
0 s , 
o<q5,s,<s<s,. (5.7b) 
The constant fli is determined from (5.7a) by setting 4 = 0, s = s,, on both 
sides of the equations, respectively, and is given in [9] as 
(5.8) 
We should recall from (5.3) that s1 is a function of the eigenvalue k*. 
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Now, from [9], since d(s,) = 0, it follows that yoo = 0 and hence, y N 0. 
More precisely 
yo = 0(1-l”), Yl = hJ,w (5.9) 
The only solution to (5.4) which is square integrable in (c,, 0) is 
V(5)=M-ia, -112 ~J”2C<t-<,)l, (5.10) 
where M is the “regular” Whittaker function and 
(5.10a) 
We also note that V(c,) = P”(cl) = 0, thus the first of the conditions in (5.5) 
are satisfied. To satisfy the second conditions at c2 we employ symmetry, 
and observe that c2 = -[r (i.e., since b(s): - 1 G’s -CS, = - #( -5): 
sr -C s $1). Thus we must have 
(a) M-,, -1,2(2i12”2[2)=0 or (b) MI, -1,2(2iA”2C2)=0. (5.11) 
Let 
rll, v2, “‘9 be the zeros of Mk, -,,2(x), 
and 
Tl, T2, . . . . be the zeros of ML, -1,2(~). 
Then the eigenvalue equation (4.13) for this case is 
2W2 = rl,, r = 1, 2, . ..) (5.12a) 
or 
2iAj3, = z,, I = 1, 2, . . . . (5.12b) 
We recall from (5.8) that b2 = -PI contains jP, and the eigenvalue 
k2 = k& , i.e., p, = j?,(k2). 
To obtain an approximation for the eigenvalue we assume as in [4] that 
k(l)=k,(l)+l-‘k,(A)+o(l-2). (5.13) 
However, because R,(s)=0 in (4.1) we conclude, also from [4], that 
k, = 0. Now from [ 10, p. 5101, vI in (5.12a) has the approximation 
rjr=z{l+O(AP’)), r=l,2 ,..., (5.14) 
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where 8, is the rth zero of J,(t). Next we use (5.9) (5.10) and (5.14) in 
(5.12) to get 
2n2p:(k*) = e,, I = 1, 2, . . . . (5.15) 
Equation (5.15) is an equation for the unknown resonant frequency (eigen- 
value) k2 = k& The corresponding mode is then given by the 
e, ., .I = Upq, = Dpyrb, 1) @py(.& .> .I, (5.16) 
where Dp&, A) is given by (4.5), and QPy by (3.6) with (3.7a) if 8, is the 
rth zero of Ji(t), or with (3.7b) if 19, is the rth zero of J’,(t). 
It is interesting to obtain an approximate solution (of O(A -‘)) to (5.15). 
First we observe that (5.8) has the approximate value 
~,=2n~‘k(l+p21np), (5.17) 
where 
p = ( 1 -j&/k’) 1’2. (5.18) 
If we now use (5.17) in (5.15) we obtain the approximate value 
kpyr=2-l12 jPy+fdf!2AP1+0(1.2) p,q,r= 1, 2 ).... (5.19) 
We must observe that the term of 0(;1-‘) in (5.19) is obtained from k,(A) 
of (5.13). Since, as already claimed, k,(l) in (5.13) is zero, there are no 
other terms of that order. 
With the value k = k,,, so determined the corresponding eigenfunction, 
(4.15) has the uniform asymptotic approximation 
upyr= Ci’W-“‘ML, -1,2CI’4&)+B,)lCf +W ‘II 
XJ c Ii w 
sin qe 
y h(s) cos q6’ 
p, r= 1,2, . . . . q=O, 1, . . . . (5.20) 
where e’(s) is given by (5.6), 4(s) by (5.7) p, by (5.8) and with jP4=oP4, 
and 8, in (5.19) being the zeros of J,(t), for the soft body condition. For 
the hard body condition we have 
upyr = A”‘[&(s)] -“‘M’,, - ,,2[U(4(s) + B,)][l + 0(AP’!2)] 
VP? xJq - [ I{ sin q6 h(s) cosqe’ p, r, = 1, 2, ,.., q = 0, 1, . . . (5.21) 
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For this case jPy = vPy and 8,, now the zeros of Ji( t), are employed in 
(5.19), etc. 
For the rectangular body, we use h,(s) = d,(l -s2)‘i2, h,(s) = 
d,( 1 - S*)i’*, where d, < d, are constants. Then with d = d, - d2, we have 
from (3.9) and (4.1) that 
Rots) = 
m27c2 n27c2 
d2(1 --s’)+ Z2 
--k2, 
which has first-order poles at s = f 1, and simple zeros at 
12m27t2 II-7 
s1,2= f l- 
d2(12k2 - n2n2) ’ 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
It is easy to see that the result from this body can be recovered from that of 
the prolate resonator if in (5.6) to (5.18) we replace j,, by 
12m2x2d-2(12 - n2x2kp2). 
Furthermore we should also note that in the case of the rectangular 
spindle, we can choose I = e (1 - s2)‘12. Then (5.23) will be 
. 
Here e like d is 0( 1 )(A + co ). 
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